Key indicators of growing road use

- CONTAINERS: 4-5%
- GSP: 2.5%
- POPULATION: 1-2%
- FREIGHT: 3%

Growth rates

Timeline: 2008 - 2048
PROJECTS UNDER WAY
Major metropolitan roads projects under way

- M80 Upgrade
  Sunshine Avenue to Calder Fwy
- Citylink-Tulla Widening
- Chandler Highway Upgrade
- Cardinia Rd Upgrade Stage 2
- Sneysdes Rd Interchange
- West Gate Distributor
CityLink-Tulla Widening

At least one extra lane in each direction
Extra lane in eastbound direction only

NEW BELL ST TO PASCOE VALE RD CONNECTION;

UPGRADED FLEMINGTON RD/MT ALEXANDER RD INTERCHANGE
M80 upgrade
Sunshine Avenue to Calder Freeway
Major regional roads projects under way

- **WESTERN HIGHWAY DUPLICATION**: Ballarat to Stawell
- **PRINCES HIGHWAY DUPLICATION**: Winchelsea to Colac
- **GREAT OCEAN RD UPGRADE**
- **CALDER HIGHWAY INTERCHANGE**
- **SAND RD INTERCHANGE**
- **PRINCES HIGHWAY DUPLICATION**: Traralgon to Sale
  
  **Projects**:
  - Winchelsea to Colac
  - Ballarat to Stawell
  - Traralgon to Sale

**Maps**: Melbourne, Victoria.
Western Highway duplication – Ballarat to Stawell
PROJECTS FUNDED IN THIS BUDGET
Major metropolitan roads projects

- **O’HERNS RD DUPLICATION/INTERCHANGE**
  - $82.2 MILLION
- **PLENTY RD UPGRADE**
  - $139.4 MILLION
- **YAN YEAN RD DUPLICATION**
  - $126.2 MILLION
- **BOLTON ST UPGRADE**
  - $10 MILLION
- **DOHERTYS RD DUPLICATION**
  - $50.1 MILLION
- **HODDLE ST STREAMLINING**
  - $56 MILLION
- **WESTERN DISTRIBUTOR**
  - $1.46 BILLION
- **MONASH FREEWAY UPGRADE**
  - UP TO $400 MILLION
- **HALLAM RD DUPLICATION**
  - $148 MILLION
- **THOMPSONS RD DUPLICATION**
  - $148 MILLION
Planning for major metropolitan roads projects
Western Distributor

- Tunnel
- Above ground
- West Gate Freeway widened from 8 to 12 lanes
- Access to Bolte Bridge from Webb Dock
Monash Fwy Upgrade

- Widened from 8 lanes to 10
- Widened from 4 lanes to 6
Thompsons Rd duplication
And level crossing removal
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